
Divanshu Babbar
Full Stack Developer

Full Stack Developer with vast knowledge of both front-end and back-end technologies and also
responsible for all aspects of the ongoing web development from the initial specification, through to
developing, testing and launching.

babbardivanshu@gmail.com

9971881174

Faridabad, India

SKILLS

PHP Apache

laravel HTML

CSS JavaScript

Mysql Jquery

MVC framework Git

Shellscripting Linux

LANGUAGES
English
Full Professional Proficiency

Hindi
Full Professional Proficiency

TOOLS &
TECHNOLOGIES

Sublime

Google Analytics

Jira LAMP

aws S3 aws EC2

WORK EXPERIENCE

03/2019 – Present

Php Full stack Developer
OpenCubicles Pvt.Ltd

Developed/design the application using lamp (Linux, Apache, MySQL 5, and PHP ) architecture.

Worked primarily as a backend developer on the company's system, which uses Laravel as its
framework.

Creating and modifying features with keeping in mind cross-browser compatibility and mobile
compatibility. Php, Laravel 5, javascript, Jquery ,HTML 5, CSS, MVC framework and MySQL.

Produced project status reports and resolved day-to-day issues.

Involved in using git for version management and the workflows associated with them
(branching and merging).

CERTIFICATES
C,C++,Java

PERSONAL PROJECTS
Cyber Security Web Application

Cyber risk intelligence platform that aim is to provide visibility to third-party cyber threat and risks through
automation, integration and intelligence.Threat Intelligence from OSINT and Darkweb. It allows you to
access one of the largest database of darknet content and shorten the timeframe of detection of cyber
threats.Besides this it also provide with you the compromised infrastructure, emails accounts, vulnerable
infrastructure and get real-time alerting and reportings.

E-commerce website
An internet Application/site for buying and selling of goods or services using the internet. The one's can
simply buy the product while sitting at home.Designed with various technical skill to provide end to end
reliability and assurance. Anyone can shop for anything right from a room, with just a few clicks.

EDUCATION

07/2014 – 05/2018

Bachelor of Technology ,Computer Science and Engineering
Manav Rachna International University

Achievements/Tasks

mailto:babbardivanshu@gmail.com

